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a) Title: Performance of the ERTS Data Collection System
in a Total System Context
ERTS-A Proposal No. SR210
b) GSFC ID NO. IN016
c) Problems: This investigation lags the delivery and installation of
DCP's to individual investigators. The assessment of the performance
of the DCS can begin after a significant number of DCP's have been
installed and operated for sometime. Thus, the late delivery of the
DCP's to the various investigators, and the need to test the DCP's
for sometime after delivery, has caused this investigation to be
conducted at a low key to date.
d) Accomplishments: There have been no accomplishments of a scientific
nature yet because the investigation has marked time while the DCP's
have been installed and tested.
e) Results: Although the DCS apparently is working well, a detailed




h) Changing Order Form: No changes \
i) Image Description Forms: N/A
j) Data Request Forms: None . • .
k) Status of DCP's: N/A
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